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I. Major Trends in the Development of

the World Economy

After several consecutive years of global recession, 1994 signaled a reverse in
this trend. Recent forecasts by major international economic organizations predict
a moderate upturn in major global economic indicators during the current and fol-
lowing years.

Prospects for recovery reflect some favorable global developments which be-
came evident in the first half of 1994. Steps toward fiscal consolidation undertaken
by some major Western European countries helped boost consumer and business
confidence, which further reduced inflation. As a result, interest rates gradually fell,
tension in the European Foreign-Exchange Mechanism eased, and declining output
in most Western European countries was halted. Moreover, due to the processes of
economic recovery and adjustment underway in the former USSR as well as in some
Central and Eastern European countries undergoing radical restructuring, overall
decline in output slowed; except in the former USSR, economic growth may even
occur in Eastern Europe in 1994. At the same time, the rapid growth rate of 5% ≠
6% registered in recent years by the industrialized countries was sustained.

The successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round of negotiations on the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) not only liberalized tariff and
nontariff limits but, for the first time, introduced rules for trade in services and
regulations for multilateral trade. These rules and regulations are to be administered
by the International Trade Organization. According to estimates of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), finalization of the Uruguay Round would yield 10% growth
in world trade in the near future and an annual increase in global income of USD
250 billion, a result of using economic resources more efficiently. One immediate
effect of the multilateral agreements will be accelerated growth in world trade dur-
ing the current year. The IMF now forecasts world trade growth at 5.8% in 1994
and 6.3% in 1995 after a slowdown (2.4%) in 1993. Increased demand for imports
from industrialized countries undergoing economic recovery and from those in tran-
sition to a market-based economy shall account for most of the growth in world
trade.

Improved foreign trade activity will spur further increases in real global Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). Real global GDP is projected to reach 3% in 1994 (ver-
sus 2.3% in 1993) and 3.7% in 1995. The latter growth rate will equal the average
for the period 1970 ≠ 1993.

Favorable trends in the development of global business conditions ≠ particu-
larly an acceleration of the still weak and tentative economic recovery in Bulgariaís
major Western European trade partners ≠ will have beneficial effects on the
economy of this country, boosting competitive exports and export-oriented growth.
The priorities Bulgaria has set in its foreign trade strategy, incorporating those trade
agreements with the European Union (EU) and the European Free Trade Associa-
tion (EFTA) which went into effect in early 1994, will promote export growth. As a
result, the practice of unequal treatment of Bulgaria and favoring its Eastern Euro-
pean competitors in exports to the developed countries was halted. The liberalized
transport regime with Yugoslavia is another factor which will promote Bulgarian
exports to the West.

These global and regional processes provide opportunities for the Bulgarian
economy which should be exploited. The decline in output has halted, signaling eco-
nomic recovery. Macroeconomic indicators for the half-year period show that the
sharply depreciated Bulgarian lev, the reduced and rescheduled foreign debt, im-
proved creditorsí confidence in the Bulgarian economy, and an expected inflow of
foreign investments are the major factors responsible for economic growth in the
country. Decisive action and serious progress in privatization and structural reform
are urgently needed to sustain favorable developments in the economy.
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II. General Characteristics of the

Economy

1. Output

The first half of 1994 witnessed the first sign of a turnaround in output.1 In the
six-month period, output of the state, cooperative, and private sectors totaled
BGL 257 billion and receipts from sales of goods and services totaled BGL 332 bil-
lion. Compared with last year in real terms, output rose 0.7%, while receipts from
the sale of goods and services grew approximately 4%2. Economic growth is derived
primarily from private-sector expansion. The relative share of the private sector in
output now stands at 14%, compared with 10% in the same 1993 period. Private
companiesí receipts accounted for 27% of total receipts from the sale of output over
the reporting period (versus 20% in January ≠ June 1993).

No serious changes have occurred in the structure of output and receipts from
sales by sector since early 1994. Industry retained its key role in the Bulgarian
economy, providing nearly half of the receipts from sales of output. State-owned and
cooperative companies continued to draw the bulk of receipts from sales (98%).
Private companies provided a significant portion of receipts from sales in trade
(60.3%) and construction (40.1%).

Increased output and receipts from private companiesí sales in real terms off-
set the continuing decline in the state and cooperative sector. Over the first six
months of 1994, state and cooperative companiesí output totaled BGL 221 billion,
and receipts from sales BGL 242 billion. Compared with last year in real terms,
output declined approximately 4% and receipts from the sale of goods and services
declined approximately 5%. However, in particular months (March and June) a real
growth in output and receipts from the sale of industrial production was evident.

STRUCTURE OF RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF OUTPUT BY BRANCH OF ECONOMY

Source: NSI, BNB.

1 The so-called “break-even point” showing the exact moment when a reverse in the economic trend
occurs can be determined after accumulation of additional empirical data.
2 According to current economic survey of the National Statistical Institute (NSI). “Agriculture” is not in-
cluded in the data.
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RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF OUTPUT IN THE STATE AND COOPERATIVE SECTOR

Source: NSI, BNB.

Cessation of the drop in output was derived mainly from increased domestic
demand. Between January and June, the volume of effected retail turnover of the state,
cooperative, and private sectors totaled BGL 81 billion, an increment of 0.7% over last
yearís level. A more stable performance on the revenue side of the budget3 would
probably contribute to an increase in real government spending on goods and services.
Despite the nominal increase in external demand over the first half of 1994, it re-
mained in real terms significantly below last yearís level of the same period.

RATE OF RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF OUTPUT

IN THE STATE AND COOPERATIVE SECTOR

(%)

Source: NSI, BNB.

3 Since the NSI has not yet released GDP data for the first half of 1994, estimate of the final demand
components appears to be rather dubious.
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Despite increased domestic demand, the supply of orders remained insufficient
in the first half of 1994. This was evident in underutilized production capacities and
the small number of new goods and services produced. State-owned and cooperative
companies used only 60% of their production capacities, private companies less
than 70%. During the period under review, only 17% of state-owned and coopera-
tive companies, and 42% of private companies utilized more than 80% of their pro-
duction capacities. Approximately 2% of all companies began producing new goods
and services.

2. Employment

The depressed economy was the major factor responsible for continued high
unemployment. The decline in employment in the public (state and cooperative)
sector continued during the first half of 1994. In this period, according to NSI data,
the number of persons employed in the public sector decreased to 2,077,000 from
2,350,000, with the high 11.6% average rate of decline being retained. Conversely,
employment in the private sector rose. Although estimates may be arbitrary, the
number of persons employed in the private sector at the end of the half-year period
surpassed 900,000. The structure of private-sector employment differed significantly
from that of the state sector. Persons employed under contract as well in part-time
and seasonal jobs accounted for the largest share. The number of workers not re-
ceiving social security benefits was sizable in the first six months of 1994 ≠ only
464,000 people employed in the private sector received social security (those provid-
ing social security to themselves are excluded). Total payroll employment in the
economy, including the private sector, numbered 3,180,000 in the half-year period.

Substantial changes occurred in the sectoral structure of employment. Mining
and industrial sectors registered a large 16.5% reduction in employment, while ser-
vices experienced only a 5.1% decline4.

Compared with the same period last year, payroll in industry declined 95,800
between January and June, accounting for over 35% of the total decline in employ-
ment in the public sector. The process of labor dismissal in industry tended to sub-
side ≠ since early 1994 the rate of dismissal declined approximately 2.5 times. Indus-
trial output, unchanged in real terms from one year ago, coupled with the high rate
of decline in employment, indicate the beginning of structural changes and efforts to
adopt more efficient production and market strategies. Passage of the Law on bank-
ruptcies and institution of mass privatization would accelerate layoffs, making fore-
casts of a further decline in industrial employment by the end of 1994 more realistic.

During the first six months of 1994, the electrical and electronic industry expe-
rienced the fastest rate of decline in employment (a decrease of 21.7%) compared
to the same period last year. Loss of markets for its products in Russia and other
former USSR countries prompted a faster contraction in employment in the electri-
cal and electronic industry than in the other sectors. Layoffs accounted for 40% of
the decline in employment in the electrical industry sector over the past two years.
Compared with a year ago, the number of layoffs in the following industries in-
creased significantly: foodstuffs (12.8% reduction in employment), textile and knit-
ted goods (9.9% reduction), machine building and metal processing (9.2% reduc-
tion) and nonferrous metallurgy (9.1% reduction). In early 1994, the first signs of
recovery in some industrial sectors were demonstrated by growth in output, reduc-
tion of layoffs and an increase in labor force in those sectors. Compared to the
fourth quarter of 1993, employment rose 19.4% in the printing and publishing indus-
try, 14.7% in the cellulose and paper industry, and 3.3% in the leather, fur and foot-
wear industry. During the first six months of 1994 compared with one year ago,

Overall
Decline

Industry

4 There is no available data about sectoral structure of private sector employment so the analyses and
conclusions about structural changes in employment refer only to the public (state and cooperative) sec-
tor of the economy.
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employment in those sectors with modest budget constraints rose. Employment in-
creased 2.3% in the energy sector, 5.7% in oil extraction and 1.2% in ferrous met-
allurgy.

STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Source: NSI, BNB.

Between January and June 1994, the number of persons employed in agricul-
ture declined by 94,000, compared to the same period last year. This sector showed
the fastest rate of labor dismissal with an average employment reduction of 39.2%.
The share of persons employed in agriculture decreased significantly from 10.2% to
7% (versus a share of 17.9% in 1990). Reduced employment in agriculture was due
mainly to the program of agricultural reform, now in its third year. Liquidation of
former cooperative farms and restitution of agricultural land continued. In the pro-
cess, many farmers have lost their main occupation failing to receive their own land
which to cultivate independently or through the establishment of new forms of free
agricultural cooperation.

Recession and lack of new investments led to higher unemployment in con-
struction. Between January and June 1994, 27,000 people were dismissed, a decline
in employment of 19% from one year ago. Since the initiation of economic reform,
constructionís share in total public sector employment has contracted, as the rate of
decline in employment in the construction sector has exceeded the average rate of
decline for the public sector as a whole.

The number of vacancies in transport during the first six months of 1994 in-
creased by 14,000, compared with the same period last year. Layoffs in transport
may be attributed to the immediate effects of economic depression as well as to the
international trade embargo on Serbia and the military conflict in Bosnia. The 9%
decline in employment in the transport sector was lower than the decline in employ-
ment for the economy as a whole, which resulted in a larger share of transport em-
ployees in the total employment structure of the economy.

Employment in the state and cooperative trade sector continued to decline
rapidly. In the first six months of 1994, employment in this sector declined 17%
from one year earlier, the most drastic decline of any sector. Passage of traders
from the state sector into the private sector was the primary factor in this trend.

Agriculture
and

Forestry

Construction

Transport

Trade
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Low start-up costs and changes in the legislative and regulatory framework made
private trade the fastest developing sector in this period, earning over 60% of all
receipts in trade. This suggests that the growth of employment in private business
increased faster than growth of unemployment in state-sector trade.

Between January and June 1994, employment in other services declined by
12,000, or mere 1.8% from one year ago. Substantial differences in the various sec-
tors were evident, reflecting a shift in governmental policy under conditions of re-
cession and the transitioning to a market economy. During the period under consid-
eration, employment in science and scientific research contracted significantly
(22.8%), due to heavy budget constraints on the financing of this activity. Layoffs in
education and health care were gradually discontinued. At the same time, the num-
ber of employed in Management, and Finance, credit and insurance rose 5.1% and
13.1% respectively.

The first half of 1994 marked a new stage in unemployment dynamics since the
start of economic reform. After reaching a peak of 632,000 in January, unemploy-
ment has declined. At the end of the first half of 1994, the unemployed numbered
509,000, or 123,400 less than in January 1994, and the national unemployment rate
matched the July 1992 level of 13.3%. The main reason for the “favorable” develop-
ment in unemployment was the deletion from labor-office registration lists of a sig-
nificant number of unemployed due to insufficient provision of jobs and the expira-
tion of unemployment benefits. The cohort of those deleted from registration lists
broadly exceeded (up to two times) the cohort of newly registered unemployed dur-
ing the second quarter of 1994. This ratio reflects two trends developing since early
1994: first, a high level of “discouraged” people who do not reenter labor-office reg-
istration lists; second, a declining share of newly dismissed owing to lack of signifi-
cant structural changes in the economy.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Source: Ministry of Labor and Social Security (MLSS).

The decline in unemployment since early 1994 encompassed all age and pro-
fessional groups. Structurally, the following positive trends have developed:

≠ the decline in unemployment among those aged 30 and under was the larg-
est (25.4%), while the smallest decline (10.8%) was among those aged 50 and over;

≠ unskilled persons faced the greatest difficulty in finding jobs. The number of
unemployed persons with no professional qualification decreased least (14.1%),

Other
Services

Unemployment

Major
Trends
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while a perceptible reduction in unemployment was evident among persons with
professional qualification (24.5%);

≠ the largest decline in unemployment occurred among university graduates
(25.8%). Their share in total unemployment fell to 4.4%.

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED AND COMPENSATION,

BENEFIT AND RETRAINING EXPENDITURE

Indicators June June
1993 1994

Unemployed (number) 586,500 508,600
Unemployed receiving compensation (number) 191,700 165,800
Share of unemployed
receiving compensation (%) 32.7 32.6
Average amount of compensation
per one unemployed (BGL) 995 1,262
Retraining expenditure
per one unemployed (BGL) 7,100 9,900

Source: MLSS, BNB.

3. Income and Consumption

During the first six months of 1994, gross income of the population5 (monetary
and natural) grew 51.1% in nominal terms from a year earlier. However, real in-
come declined significantly, 14.8%, due to the faster rate of growth in consumer
prices after March 1994.

STRUCTURE OF GROSS INCOME OF THE POPULATION

* This group includes income from entrepreneurship, rent and dividend, and income from sale of property.
Source: NSI, BNB.

In structural terms, the share of wages in income during the first six months of
1994 was 49.1%, a decline from the 51.2% share during the same period of 1993. A
significant decline in the share of family allowances, social benefits, and scholar-

5 NSI monthly survey of household incomes is used.

Income
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ships in gross income was also evident. At the same time, during the period under
review, income from entrepreneurship and property increased the most (111% and
88.7%, respectively), leading to an increase in their shares of the total.6 The per-
centage increase in income from pensions in gross income was 22.5% during the
first half of 1994 versus 20.3% in the same 1993 period. At the same time, the pur-
chasing power of pensions fell 5.5% during the period under review. The real drop
in gross income of households in the first half of 1994 and concomitant change in
incomes structure exacerbated the process of impoverishment of the population, due
to the dramatically reduced relative share of income from wages and pensions and
their real decline in value.

During the first half of 1994, the average monthly wage in the public (state and
cooperative) sector7 reached BGL 3,9638 compared with BGL 2,583 on a year ear-
lier. In nominal terms, the average monthly wage increased 53.4%; compared to the
first six months of 1992, however, it lost 13.5% of its purchasing power. The main
factor responsible for this real wage drop was governmentís policy of restricting
public-sector incomes, now in its fourth year. The March and April 1994 price
jumps also contributed to the fall in real wages. High inflation during the period
under review dramatically eroded real wages in all areas of the public sector (22%).

AVERAGE WAGE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Source: NSI, BNB.

In structural terms, the differences in the nominal average wages in the various
sectors and subsectors narrowed, in contrast with 1992 ≠ 1993. The wages of workers
employed in electricity production and thermal power generation, ferrous and nonfer-
rous metallurgy, and coal mining were 62% ≠ 78% higher than the average wage, al-
though the nominal average wages in those industries increased less during the first
half of 1994. Finance, credit and insurance staff received wages approximately 90%
higher than the average. In 1994, the aforementioned sectors (the latter excluded) still
primarily relied on government financial support, which facilitated increases in their

6 Despite the fast rate of growth in these incomes, their share in the structure of gross and monetary in-
comes appears insignificant against the backdrop of an increasingly growing private economic sector.
This fact causes suspicion as to the accuracy of the NSI sample of household budgets, so a more cautious
attitude in assessing the incomes structure should be assumed.
7 Since data about private sector wages is missing, the analyses and conclusions refer to public sector
wages only.
8 Women on maternity leave included.

Wages
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wage funds. At the other extreme were sectors receiving no government subsidies.
Despite the faster rate of wage increase between January and June, below average
wages were paid in the sewing industry (-42.6%), agriculture (-31.9%), and textile and
knitted goods manufacturing (-37.3%). Wages in health care, education, traditionally
low-paying, fell 15% ≠ 25% below the average.

During the first half of 1994, BGL 23.8 billion was disbursed in pensions. By
the end of June, pensioners totaled 2,429,000, i.e. their number considerably ex-
ceeded the number of persons employed in the public sector, which placed an addi-
tional burden on social security funds. Compared with one year earlier, the average
nominal monthly pension rose 68.7%, reaching BGL 1,626. In real terms, it lost ap-
proximately 4.9% of its purchasing power.

NSI data on household budgets during the first six months of 1994 indicates no
significant changes in the structure of total consumption expenditures. Food pur-
chases accounted for 40.6% of expenditures. Food consumption declined steadily,
broadly diverging from efficient consumption norms. Expenditures on transport and
communications (due to price rises in these types of services) grew faster during the
first half of 1994. Expenditures on tobacco products increased as a result of intro-
duction of the VAT and tobacco excise. Expenditures on health care also increased
due to more self employment as well as increases in pharmaceutical prices. In-
creases in expenditure were the result of change in value of the particular consump-
tion expenditures, which did not reduce natural consumption of these goods and
services.

STRUCTURE OF TOTAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE

(%)

Indicators January ≠ June 1993 January ≠ June 1994

Total expenditure 100 100

Foodstuffs 40.9 40.6
Liquor products 1.6 1.6
Tobacco products 2.1 2.6
Housing 4.2 4.4
Energy for households 5.2 4.9
Home furniture 4.6 4.6
Clothing, footwear and haberdashery 8.0 7.5
Personal hygiene and health care 2.5 3.3
Education and leisure 3.3 3.0
Transport and communications 8.6 8.9
Household production 5.8 5.3

Other expenditure 13.2 13.1

Source: NSI.

4. Prices

Significant price fluctuations occurred during the first six months of 1994. This
occurred as a result of accumulated price gaps and setbacks in economic policy.
Price gaps emerged because government measures for piecemeal price liberalization
during the second half of 1993 did not go into effect, and, because structural re-
forms were delayed  despite the relative financial stability of the last three years.
Moreover, the underdeveloped domestic financial markets did not permit price
movements to be located and inflationary expectations to be reduced. Inadequate
coordination in conducting macroeconomic policy was also a major factor respon-
sible for the wide range of price movements. The macroeconomic policy pursued
did not adequately prepare the economy for the VAT introduction, which resulted
in a strong price shock in April and higher inflation.

Pensions

Consumption
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In June 1994, the major indicator of inflation ≠ the consumer price index ≠ was
59.4% higher than in December 1993. This was the highest increase in consumer
prices for a six-month period in three consecutive years. Inflation between January
and June surpassed the rate of inflation for the same 1992 period by 18.6 percent-
age points, and was 24.8 percentage points higher than in January ≠ June 1993.

The range of price movement widened. The highest monthly rate of consumer
prices, 21.7%, occurred in April; this was the highest rate since April 1991; January
witnessed the monthly low of 3.8%. Consumer price dynamics differed largely from
those reported during the same periods of the past three years; however, seasonal
factors did not play a role.

CONSUMER PRICE GROWTH

(%)

Source: NSI, BNB.

During the first six months of 1994, movements within the group indices came
closer to movements in the general consumer price index. Compared with 1993
year-end, foodstuffs prices rose 66%, nonfoodstuffs 59.2%, and services 37.9%. In-
troduction of a uniform VAT on 1 April 1994 was the essential factor in these price
rises. The anticipated negligible decline in consumer prices was due to the introduc-
tion of the VAT10. However, in the 2 months preceding the introduction of the VAT,
and in the month of its introduction, additional economic shocks occurred. These
shocks included a sizable disruption in the domestic forex market coupled with a
significant devaluation of the national currency, high inflationary expectations, in-
creases in fixed prices for electricity and coal, increased target prices on fuel, more
comprehensive government regulation of prices, introduction of fixed prices on in-
ternal and external postal services and tobacco products, as well as a more extensive
list of goods monitored by the government.11 Relative prices were affected both by

Consumer
prices9

9 In 1994, the NSI continued calculating the consumer price index using the methods adopted in early
1993. Some insignificant changes in the structure of the consumer basket were made, reflecting the need
to make it consistent with the quality of the various consumer goods offered in the domestic market.
10 Assessed on the basis of differences in the tax rates and the way the particular goods are charged. It
was projected, under equal other conditions, that VAT would cause a fall of 2.2% in prices of nonfood-
stuffs from the consumer basket, a small increase, 0.4%, in foodstuffs, and 0.6% in services.
11 By Decree No. 43 of 2 March 1994, the prices of postal services provided by Bulgarian Post Offices
(Communications) Ltd. were fixed; Decree No. 69 of 8 April 1994 set the prices of local and imported
tobacco products; by CM Decree No. 73 of 12 April 1994 and Decree No. 120 of 29 June 1994 on the
monitoring and control of goods of prime importance for the living standards the list of these goods was
extended.
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the latter factors and the introduction of the VAT. Thus, the economic situation in
April turned the VAT into an additional proinflationary factor, which resulted in an
even more dramatic price jump.

The higher price rises in foodstuffs during the first half of 1994 relative to the
overall movement in consumer prices is evidence that the price gaps accumulated
from past periods have not yet been offset. The governmentís efforts to slow price
rises in foodstuffs through price controls proved to be ineffective, which impeded
the process of price adjustment and contributed to expectations of higher inflation.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
(December 1993 = 100)

Source: NSI, BNB.

The dynamics of nonfoodstuffs prices12 in the first six months of 1994 exhibited
major dependence on foreign exchange movements. The higher volatility of the
domestic forex market and accelerated depreciation of the national currency
prompted a faster price increase in nonfoodstuffs. Price rises for services during the
first half of 1994 were less than those experienced one year earlier and thus helped
modify the increase in the general consumer price level. This moderate price behav-
ior is a result of the relatively large share of state-controlled services in the con-
sumer basket13 . Prices for market services moved within a wider range than the
average group index during the respective time period.

During the period under consideration, monthly industrial producer price indi-
ces (for the first time in three years) approached the level of consumer price indi-
ces.15 Since early 1994, industrial producer prices rose only 53.1%, 6.3 percentage
points less than the increase in consumer prices. Narrowing the gap between the two
indices is essential for accelerating the process of structural adjustment in the

Producer
Prices14

12 The number of the so-called “tradable goods” and imported goods in nonfoodstuffs was the largest
relative to the other groups in the consumer basket.
1 3The share of state monopoly services and services whose prices are directly or indirectly controlled by
the government is high.
14 During the first half of 1994, the NSI did not alter the methods for calculation of industrial producer
price indices. The latter proved to be imprecise and unreliable to measure processes in the real sector.
15 It should be assumed that indices of commodity industrial output do not reflect changes in prices of
output services. Commodity industrial producer price indices and consumer price indices can be juxta-
posed since the latter are determined in large measure by the price indices of goods in the consumer
basket.
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economy. Since early 1994, foreign exchange movements have been the main factor
responsible for developments in industrial producer prices. Devaluation of the lev
made Bulgarian goods more competitive and led to increased exports.

The various industrial producer price indices moved within ranges higher than
the average monthly indices compared with one year ago. This was expected to
channel financial resources to the more viable sectors of the economy and to pro-
mote structural adjustment. Producer prices for the following industries rose faster
than the average industrial producer price index: ferrous metallurgy, cellulose and
paper, nonferrous, electrical and electronic, textile and knitted goods, construction
materials, printing and publishing.

The wider aberrations in the dynamics of monthly industrial producer price
indices point to the lack of traditional foreign trade partners of enterprises; conse-
quently, the movements in the exchange rate led only to a temporarily enhanced
competitiveness of exporters in international markets.

5. Foreign Trade

Despite the signs of economic recovery as registered by major macroeconomic
indicators (sales, production, unemployment) in the January ≠ June 1994 period, the
downturn in foreign trade as well as inflation continued. Despite recent trade agree-
ments with the EU and EFTA member countries, concessions relating to commodity
transportation through the Republic of Yugoslavia and a considerable depreciation
of the lev primarily in April ≠ June, Bulgarian exports failed to match the 1991 level
(in US dollars)16. However, in nominal terms (as measured in levs), foreign trade
turnover, exports and imports grew. With the ongoing external and internal eco-
nomic recovery, as well as seasonally better results in foreign trade performance in
the first and second quarters of 1994, there is hope that export-oriented growth in
the Bulgarian economy may be achieved by the end of the current year or next year.

According to preliminary NSI data, foreign trade volume in January ≠ June
1994 totaled BGL 142.3 billion at current prices, an increase of BGL 28.4 billion, or
25% compared with one year ago. The nominal increase in foreign trade was due
mainly to a BGL 25.5 billion (51.1%) growth in exports, which reached a level of
BGL 75.3 billion. At the same time, imports grew by some BGL 3 billion (4.7%)
reaching BGL 67 billion. The dramatic nominal growth in exports (especially in the
second quarter) transformed the negative foreign trade balance registered in the
first quarter of 1994 (BGL -2.6 billion) into a positive foreign trade balance
(BGL 8.3 billion) for the first half of 1994. This tendency appears to be a logical
consequence of the improved internal and external economic environment as well as
the drastically depreciated lev in March and April. Unfortunately, these were lev
nominal values only.

In real terms, the decline in exports and imports of the past few years is am-
biguous17. The values for foreign trade turnover, exports and imports as calculated
in US dollars18 however, clearly indicate a real decline, making use of these dollar

16 The volume (in US dollars) of foreign trade turnover, exports and imports is difficult to estimate for
the period prior to the liberalization of the forex market and the foreign exchange rate, due to complex
recalculations through the transferable rouble caused by heterogeneous, contradicting and disputable
estimates of the Tr. RUR/USD exchange rate.
17 Due to the interruption in 1992 in the time series of the index of the physical volume of exports and
imports in NSI publications. After the start of the reform a progressive real decline, especially in exports,
is indisputable; the range of its probable value is subject to various estimates. The use of values in levs
causes problems with deflation of export/import volumes, since indices of export/import prices are not
published. As substitutions, consumer price indices, retail price indices, and producer price indices may
be used in different combinations and weights. The approximate values reached this way coincide, to a
great extent, with estimates indicating the real decline in exports and imports based on values calculated
in US dollars using (or not using) the dollar deflators analyzed below.
18 Recalculated as per NSI data in BGL applying an averaged basic exchange rate in the respective pe-
riod.
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values in economic estimates reasonable. The use of dollar  values significantly
changed the foreign trade scenario. Foreign trade turnover in US dollars19 over
January ≠ June 1994 experienced a dramatic fall to USD 3 billion from approxi-
mately USD 4.3 billion one year ago, a 31% decline. This was largely the result of
an almost two-fold decline (42%) in imports; a decline of approximately USD 0.3
billion or 16%20 was also registered in imports at current prices. Similar results (a
real decline of 30% in foreign trade, 41% in exports and 15% in imports) were re-
ported in the first half of 1994 in terms of real lev values21. Both indirect estimates
and comparisons of most commodity groups and items indicate an ongoing real
decline in foreign trade turnover, exports and imports. Given the improved situation
in the international market and expected positive impact of the structural reforms
and privatization, this decline in the short run may be gradually overcome.

Signs of a relative stabilization in the commodity structure of exports have
been registered for several consecutive quarters.

COMMODITY STRUCTURE OF EXPORTS

Group I ≠ Animal and vegetable products, foodstuffs, liquor and tobacco products;
Group II ≠ Mineral products, fuel;
Group III ≠ Chemical products, plastics and rubber;
Group IV ≠ Base metals and their products;
Group V ≠ Machines, transport facilities, appliances and tools;
Group VI ≠ Textile and leather materials, clothing, footwear, furniture and other industrial consumer goods;
Group VII ≠ Wood, paper, earthenware and glass products.

Source: Ministry of Trade (MT), BNB.

19 Once again the discrepancy between exports/imports data of customs statistics (released by the NSI)
and bank statistics (released by the BNB) should be taken into account, since higher values in US dol-
lars of exports and imports were calculated according to the bank statistics.
20 On a year-earlier level, an increase in USD-denominated foreign trade volume ≠ substantial in exports
(USD 62.8 million) and modest in imports (USD 6.3 million) ≠ was registered only with former Yugoslav
republics, whereas all other regions included in the geographic structure of Bulgariaís foreign trade re-
ported a decline.
21 Deflation by CPI understates the real foreign trade flows and can be assumed as the trough within the
range used for assessment of their real drop.
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The shares of the six major commodity groups22 (of all seven commodity
groups) in total exports displayed a tendency to lie within a range of 10% to 20%.

Throughout January ≠ June 1994, exports of animal and vegetable products,
foodstuffs, liquor and tobacco again ranked first with a share of 22.3% slightly ex-
ceeding its value for the first half of 1993. Within this group, exports of cigarettes
(4.8% of total exports), wine (1.8%), small farm animals (1.2%), cattle (0.9%),
unprocessed tobacco (0.9%), white cheese (0.6%), and canned vegetables (0.3%),
were the most significant. The group of base metals and base-metal products ranked
second with a share of 20.4%, an insignificant increase compared to the past peri-
ods. Exports of cast iron, and steel made up as usual the largest share (10.3%) fol-
lowed by the exports of unprocessed zinc (1.1%) and copper ore and concentrate
(0.9%). The share of chemicals, plastics and rubber (17.7% of total exports) was
again third. Since early 1993 the chemicals group has retained the most stable share
at 17% ≠ 18%. Exports of carbamide (1.9%), ammonium nitrate (1%), natron
(0.8%), toothpaste (0.6%), and polyethylene (0.5%) retained the leading positions
in this group. Analyses of commodity group dynamics in the last 18 months dis-
played a renewed tendency for the further contraction in the share of machines,
transport facilities, appliances and tools (which recently occupied the leading posi-
tion in Bulgariaís exports) in the first half of 1994 compared to its relatively stable
share of approximately 15% of total exports in 1993. During the period under re-
view, similar processes, though slightly pronounced, were registered in exports of
textiles, fur, clothing, footwear, furniture and other industrial consumer goods. The
increasing share of raw materials and roughly processed production in exports at the
expense of finished products exports has caused concern regarding the opening of
“scissors” between the prices of high-tech products and raw materials. This has the
potential to seriously erode Bulgariaís “trade terms” in the near future.

COMMODITY STRUCTURE OF IMPORTS

Group I ≠ Animal and vegetable products, foodstuffs, liquor and tobacco products;
Group II ≠ Mineral products, fuel;
Group III ≠ Chemical products, plastics and rubber;
Group IV ≠ Base metals and their products;
Group V ≠ Machines, transport facilities, appliances and tools;
Group VI ≠ Textile and leather materials, clothing, footwear, furniture and other industrial consumer goods;
Group VII ≠ Wood, paper, earthenware and glass products.

Source: MT, BNB.

22 For the purposes of macroeconomic analysis the BNB continued to use the classification of the MT
according to which the harmonized system of foreign trade classification (introduced by the NSI in
1992), including 21 sections, is enlarged into 7 commodity groups.
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Similar tendencies were evident for the commodity structure of imports during
the first half of 1994. With regard to the possible deterioration of “trade terms”, this
could be interpreted negatively. At the same time, these tendencies could be treated
as positive in terms of the countryís long-term economic growth. The increasing
share of machine imports at the expense of declining shares of raw materials im-
ports could prompt technological renovation and an increase in GDP investments,
thus promoting production.

Against a background of a relative stability over the last 18 months, a dramatic
decline in the share of imported mineral products and fuels (to 24.7%) and an in-
crease in the share of imported machines, transport facilities, appliances and tools
(to 26.5%) was registered in January ≠ June 1994. As a result, mineral resources and
fuels, the traditional leader of Bulgariaís exports for several decades, was replaced
by machines.

Imports of cars (3.6% of total imports), trucks (1.5%), tractors (0.5%), buses
and trolley buses (0.5%), and special-purpose cars (0.3%) predominated for the
group of machines. In the group of mineral resources and fuels, imports of crude oil
ranked a traditional first (17.7%), followed by anthracite, coal and diesel fuel
(1.1%), fuel oil (0.5%) and petroleum (0.3%). The remaining four commodity
groups (excluding the group of wood, paper, earthenware and glass products) expe-
rienced slight increases in their shares in the January ≠ June 1994 period. Imports of
sugar accounted for a 3.4% share, cigarettes 1.7%, insecticides 1.4%, cotton and
drugs 1%, cotton materials and bananas 0.7%. The tendencies in the period under
review suggest that adjustment processes, or more exactly the processes of relative
stabilization and gradual transition to a more balanced commodity structure of im-
ports are still in progress, unless these tendencies prove to be “an exception to the
rule”.

Developments in the export/import ratio by commodity group indicate a dra-
matic decline for base metals and foodstuffs over the last 18 months. Nevertheless,
Bulgaria remained a strong net exporter of these products. A slight increase in im-
ports of mineral resources and fuels occurred, with Bulgaria remaining a net im-
porter. The export/import ratio remained relatively stable in those branches with
products requiring a high degree of processing.

After June 1992, the geographic structure of exports was characterized by a
stability in the shares of both OECD member countries and transition economies.

Over the first six months of 1994, the only exception was a dramatic increase
in exports to the countries of former Yugoslavia. Exports to former Yugoslavia
reached 13.8% of total exports, with the largest share, 8.1% going to Macedonia,
followed by a 4.5% share to Serbia and Montenegro, and 1.1% share to Slovenia.
Because of this, the share of transition economies in total exports remained almost
unchanged compared to 1993. At the same time, the share of Bulgariaís exports to
CIS declined considerably though preserving its leading position. A smaller decline
was reported in the share of exports to Ukraine (2.9%), Romania (1.6%) and other
Eastern European countries. The increased share of exports to OECD member
countries (42.5%) was a result of a growth in the share of exports to the EU (to
31.7%), with Greece (7.7%), Germany (7.4%), Italy (6.7%), the USA (4%), and
Turkey (3.9%) being the major importers of Bulgarian produce. The share of ex-
ports to Arab countries (7%) registered a slight fall (despite the large share of Syria,
2.6%), while the share of exports to the “Other countries” group grew 17.9% due to
the increased exports to Panama (1.4%), Iran (0.7%) and Israel (0.7%). China at
3.1%, and Lebanon, 1.2%, retained their traditionally large shares.

Against a background of relative stabilization in the geographic structure of
imports observed after 1991, the first six months of 1994 were characterized by a
growth in imports from OECD member countries (attributable to an increase of
imports from the EU) at the expense of a decline in imports from Eastern European
countries and the countries of the former USSR, and more than two-fold fall in
imports from the Arab countries.

Geographic
Structure of
Exports and

Imports
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GEOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF EXPORTS

Source: NSI, BNB.

The share of OECD member countries reached 51.5% of total imports, atypi-
cally high for recent years. This hike was a result of the dramatically increased share
of the EU in Bulgarian imports (38.1%), with Germany (14.4%), Italy (6%), Great
Britain (5.1%), and Greece (5.1%) continuing to be the major importers. The shares
of EFTA (5% ≠ 6%) and the remaining OECD member countries remained un-
changed. Among these countries the USA (3.8%) and Austria (3.1%) accounted for
the largest shares of imports during the first six months of 1994. As in 1991, imports
from the Arab region experienced an unusual decline (2.1%). The growth in imports
from the “Other countries” group was a result of increased imports from Iran (at
6% of the total it ranks second after Germany) and Cuba (2.7%).

GEOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF IMPORTS

 Source: NSI, BNB.
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Over the first six months of 1994, the export/import ratio by region was rela-
tively stable with two significant exceptions. Bulgaria became a clearly pronounced
net exporter to the Arab region due to the sharp decline in imports from this region
versus unchanged exports. At the same time, Bulgaria strengthened its position as a
net exporter to the countries of former Yugoslavia, as exports to Macedonia, Serbia,
Montenegro, and Slovenia dramatically increased while imports from these coun-
tries rose only slightly.

6. Balance of Payments

Improvement in the balance of payments statistics which was prompted by
bank reform and the post-1989 economic reform is still occurring. The BNB started
publishing the countryís balance of payments based on customs statistics in early
1993. For the purpose of accuracy, the BNB in 1994 added “Nonclassified capital”
to the capital account, which indicates the discrepancy between bank and foreign
trade statistics data.

The balance of payments current account for the first half of 1994 registered
a surplus of USD 277.4 million, a significant improvement from one year ago (as
per the comparable data of customs trade statistics, a deficit of USD 322.3 million
was reported). This was a result of both the positive trade balance of USD 193.7
million and the traditionally positive balance on net transfers showing higher values
in the period under review. The balance on services was slightly negative (USD -4.8
million) which can be treated as a positive tendency compared with the correspond-
ing periods of the previous 3 years (using comparable data).

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS IN 1994

(million USD)

Indicators I quarter II quarter I half-year

Current account -36.7 314.1 277.4

  Trade balance -38.8 232.6 193.7
    Exports of goods, FOB 718.0 845.2 1563.2
    Imports of goods, FOB 756.8 612.6 1369.5

  Services, net -32.8 28.0 -4.8

  Transfers (private), net 34.9 53.6 88.5

Capital account 144.4 38.7 182.1

  Direct investment, net 14.5 10.6 25.1

  Medium- and long-term loans received, net -25.1 58.9 33.8

  Loans extended, net 68.0 34.6 102.6

  Short-term debt 32.0 -2.6 29.4

  Nonclassified capital 55.0 -62.8 -7.8

Errors and omissions -186.0 123.8 -62.2

Overall balance -78.3 476.6 398.3

Unlike in previous years, customs and bank statistics indicated similar values
in the trade balance both by quarter and in the first six months of 1994. At the same
time, the discrepancy in values for exports and imports slightly increased. Values for
exports and imports reported by customs statistics (lower than the corresponding
values in 1992 and 1993) in the first and second quarters and the whole six-month
period were probably understated23, while values based on bank statistics (higher

Current
Account

23 There are several reasons. First, data published by the NSI on exports and imports are preliminary and
subject to revision (not final). The experience of the previous two years indicates that one year later re-
vised volumes, which include additionally processed customs declarations as well as corrected customs
declarations, show higher values (especially in imports). Second, both exporters and importers have an
interest in declaring lower values of traded goods in order to avoid or reduce customs duties and taxation.
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than the corresponding values in 1992 and 1993) seemed to be overstated24. The
positive trade balance in the first six months of 1994 was due to the surplus reported
in the second 1994 quarter as a result of the sharp lev depreciation in March and
April 1994 which encouraged exports and impeded imports.

The balance on services by quarter and in the whole six-month period was
stable in contrast to recent years. The deficit registered in the first quarter was not
offset by the surplus in the second quarter, thus resulting in a minimum negative
balance at the end of the period. Deficits on interest and shipments reported in the
first half of 1994 were the key factors determining the negative balance in services.
The balances on travel and “Other services” items were positive. Given the outlined
trends of the last several years, private transfers showed a surplus over the period
under review. As in 1993, no interofficial unrequited transfers were registered in the
January ≠ June 1994 period.

The balance of payments capital account was positive over the period under
review with all four items (direct investments, drawings received from other coun-
tries, loans extended to other countries and short-term debt) and the recently in-
cluded “Nonclassified capital” contributing to this effect.

Direct investments in the country totaling USD 25.1 million over the six-month
period exceeded those of the corresponding 1992 and 1993 periods but were less
than in first half of 199125. Receipts on this item are expected to be more substan-
tial given the concluded debt reduction transaction and the anticipated acceleration
of privatization.

Capital movements relating to loans extended from abroad and loans extended
by Bulgaria to developing countries were insignificant. Only repayments in natural
gas, reported under the Yamburg pipeline agreement, were more substantial. How-
ever, their values over January ≠ June 1994 remained below the values reported in
the corresponding 1991,1992 and 1993 periods.

Over January ≠ June 1994, short-term capital inflows totaled USD 29.4 million
on the “Short-term debt” item and USD 13.2 million on the “Nonclassified capital”
item. Capital dynamics illustrated the importance of the countryís financial and
macroeconomic stability regarding foreign capital inflows, which is of even greater
significance in attracting long-term investments.

Over the six-month period under review, the overall balance was positive de-
spite a deficit (USD -78.3 million) reported in the first quarter of 1994. With an
improvement in the capital account, a surplus in the overall balance was registered
in the second quarter which completely offset the first-quarter deficit, and helped
overcome the deficit in the overall balance for 1993. The positive overall balance
reported in the first six months of 1994 coupled with restored foreign financing26

contributed significantly to the replenishment of BNB foreign exchange reserves and
commercial bank foreign assets.

24 There are several reasons as well. First, due to underdeveloped accountancy of international bank op-
erations, receipts from the really effected imports and those from exports stated in customs declarations
in most Bulgarian banks are difficult to differentiate, which results in overstated data. By analogy, pay-
ments on actual imports are hard to differentiate from payments on formal exports which overstates
imports. Due to poor accountancy in banks, shipment operations and travels are likely to be understated
in terms of both exports and imports at the expense of increased volumes of exports and imports. It is
possible that foreign trade volumes may, to a certain extent, be influenced by the circulation of capital
in the form of declared exports and imports (stated by customs declarations) effected through transfers
from and to Bulgaria. There are several other reasons adding to this effect.
25 It is reasonable to assume that the real amount of foreign investment in Bulgaria, reported in the bal-
ance of payments, has been understated due to shortcomings in bank accountancy. The data on this item
presented by the Commission on Foreign Investments to the CM indicate higher values both in 1994 and
in the past several years.
26 Loans disbursed by the IMF under the third stand-by agreement and the systemic transformation fa-
cility (STF), as well as loans drawn from the governments of Austria and Sweden within the financial aid
of EFTA countries, coordinated by G-24, to support the balance of payments of transition economies.

Capital
Account

Overall
Balance
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III. Fiscal Policy
Recent experience in the transition from a centrally-planned to market-ori-

ented economy proved that it is impossible to maintain sustainable macroeconomic
equilibrium without close coordination between fiscal and monetary policy. The
fight against economic and financial instability, unemployment and inflation is
largely dependent on the type of relationship between the central bank and the gov-
ernment as well as on the extent to which their activities are being harmonized.

The dramatic movements in the exchange rate and the April 1994 price shock
prompted strongly restrictive monetary and fiscal policies during the first half of
1994. Consequently, as a result of the measures undertaken by the BNB and the
government, the cash basis reporting of the state budget, despite dramatic financial
movements between January and June, fully met the projections adopted by the
1994 State Budget Law (SBL).

1. Consolidated State Budget

The SBL adopted a portion of the consolidated budget, including the central
government budget (CGB) and transfers to cover the deficits of the other budgets,
the social security budget, and the legal system budget.

As of 30 June 1994, revenue on the consolidated state budget, obtained after
deduction of intrabudgetary transfers and funds for budget deficit financing, totaled
BGL 87,739.4 million, or 17.5% of projected GDP27; expenditure amounted to
BGL 100,274.3 million, or 20% of projected GDP. Compared with year-earlier levels,
the share of revenue in reported GDP28 was only slightly less (15.6%), and the share
of expenditure was nearly the same (20.3%). Revenue and expenditure of the govern-
ment budget29 had the largest relative share in the expenditure and revenue side of the
consolidated state budget (59.4% and 50.1% respectively). By way of comparison, in
the first half of 1993, the share of revenue was 49.3% and expenditure 45.4%.

CASH BASIS REPORTING OF THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET

(billion BGL)

Source: MF, BNB.

27 Projected GDP accounted for BGL 501 billion.
28 GDP reported at the end of 1993 totaled 286,100 million.
29 The government budget includes central government budget, budgets of ministries and regional munici-
pal budgets.
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Changes in the amount and structure of revenue and expenditure in the con-
solidated state budget closely follow growing revenue and expenditure in the central
government budget and completely reflect evolving trends in the latter. As of 30
June 1994, overall revenue received in the CGB totaled BGL 52,068.8 million, or
52% of SBL projections, and 10.4% of GDP projections. Compared with the year-
earlier level, revenue reported was 30.7% performed against the revised 1993 SBL,
or 7.7% of GDP reported in 1993. In structural terms, revenue received during the
first half of 1994 included: 73.4%, or BGL 38,209.4 million tax revenue (47.7% of
SBL projections), and 26.6%, or BGL 13,859.5 million nontax revenue (69.3% of
SBL projections). The closest performance relative to SBL projections was observed
in the BNB excess of revenue over expenditure, 89%. It accounted for 73.9% of
nontax revenue.

As of 30 June 1994, expenditure in the CGB totaled BGL 64,588.6 million, or
48.3% of 1994 SBL projections. Compared to 1993, its relative share in GDP pro-
jections remained at the same level, 12.8% and 12.9% respectively. CGB transfers
to cover the deficits of the other budgets had the largest share in the structure of ex-
penditure. Transfers in the SBL were projected to total BGL 75,038.2 million, or
56.1% of total expenditure, while those actually reported as of 30 June 1994
amounted to BGL 32,902.8 million, or 50.9% of total expenditure. Transfers in-
tended to cover the budget deficits of municipalities made up the smallest share of
total expenditure (39%). The major portion of SBL projections for CGB transfers to
Social Security was effected in the form of a temporary noninterest-bearing loan
totaling BGL 4,689.3 million as of 30 July 1994, with subsidies granted accounting
for only 6.4%. At the end of the first half of 1994, expenditure on internal interest
repayment reached 70.5% of total expenditure, the best performance relative to
SBL projections. In absolute terms, it totaled BGL 23,690.4 million, or 36.7% of
total expenditure, against SBL projections of BGL 33,606.6 million, or 27.4% of
total expenditure. Repayment on internal interest as of 30 June 1993 was reported
at BGL 9,567.6 million, or 26.1% of total expenditure, 34.3% of the 1993 revised
SBL projections.

Interest repayment on loans granted by the BNB made up a significant share
of repayment on internal interest. As of 30 June 1994, actual interest repayment
accounted for BGL 10,464.7 million (44.2% of total internal interest), an increase of
BGL 451.7 million, versus BGL 10,013 million (29.8% of total internal interest) in
the SBL projections, which assumed the MF would make regular payments. The
main reason for this excess was that the projected basic interest rate used in design-
ing the budget was lower than the actual rate.

2. Budget Deficit

The budget deficit adopted by the SBL was concentrated entirely in the CGB.
Because of outstanding balances on accounts during the period under review, the
cash deficit of the central government and state budgets diverged. The two budgets
should equalize after annual balancing.

The faster rate of growth in the revenue side of the CGB relative to expendi-
ture, which reflected a heavily restrictive fiscal policy under conditions of high in-
flation and suspended compensation of incomes during the first half of 1994, led to
a primary surplus both in the CGB and the consolidated budget which persisted
through the whole reporting period. As of 30 June 1994, the primary surplus in the
CGB totaled BGL 13,521.2 million versus a surplus of BGL 9,065 million in the
SBL projections. Between January and June 1993, a primary deficit totaling
BGL 3,698.1 million was registered, versus a CGB deficit of BGL 216 million which
was projected in the 1993 revised SBL.

The primary surplus on the CGB during the first half of 1994 was not sufficient
to cover debt service-related expenses. After interrelations of the budget and domes-
tic creditors are considered, an internal deficit of BGL 10,169.2 million, or 2% of
GDP projections, was chalked up at the end of the period under review. Compared
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with the year-earlier level, it declined BGL 3,096.5 million, or 23.3%.
As of 30 June 1994, the cash deficit of the CGB ran at BGL 12,519.8 million,

i.e. 37.2% of the 1994 SBL projections and 2.5% of GDP projections. Compared
with the year-earlier level, the cash deficit was 44.6% of the 1993 revised SBL and
5.2% of reported GDP.

At the end of the first half of 1994, the total amount of reported outstanding
balances on various budget accounts totaled BGL 1,627.2 million, which resulted in
a reduced cash deficit in the consolidated state budget. At the same time, the fund
“Retraining and Unemployment” had a deficit of BGL 1,642.3 million at the end of
the first half-year. Thus, the cash deficit in the consolidated state budget totaled
BGL 12,534.9 million at the end of the reporting period, or 2.5% of GDP projections.
Compared with the year-earlier level, it accounted for 4.7% of the GDP reported.

Increased government borrowing from domestic creditors and a sizable budget
deposit held during the reporting period significantly enhanced overall demand for
credit resources30 and led to significant changes in the structure of indebtedness
relative to the same period of 1993. As of 30 June 1994, credit indebtedness of the
CGB totaled BGL 49,737.6 million; the cash deficit accounted for 25.2% of the to-
tal, financial obligations of the budget to domestic creditors and the budget deposit,
71.8%. In 1993, overall demand for credit resources accounted for BGL 29,760.6
million, with the cash deficit composing 49.5% of the total, and financial obligations
of the budget to domestic and foreign creditors 48.9%. The significant growth (over
BGL 20 billion) in overall budget demand for credit resources is quite distressing as
the upward trend may result in a deficit that is out of control.

3. Budget Deficit Financing

The 1994 SBL adopted the following operations on budget deficit financing:
BGL -3,766.1 million from foreign operations; a minimum of BGL 30,364.4 million
from government securities operations (net), and up to BGL 7,071.3 million from
direct funds of financial institutions (net).

As of 30 June 1994, the reported net amount of foreign transactions was nega-
tive (BGL -1,482.3 million, or 39.4% of the Law projections). Of this, clearing
agreement balances were fully repaid at BGL 870.1 million. In 1993, net foreign fi-
nancing was only 10% of SBL (economizing on expenses for foreign debt service
did not result in a reduction of the cash deficit reported).

As of 30 June 1994, net domestic financing totaled BGL 14,002.1 million, in-
cluding BGL 19,187.9 million in government securities operations, BGL 3,132.8
million in net bank financing, and BGL -8,318.5 million in budget deposits.

Between January and June 1994, 53 issues of government securities (16 trea-
sury bills sold at a discount, 21 interest-bearing treasury bills, and 16 treasury
bonds) totaling a nominal BGL 47,558.5 million were effected through the BNB
under the terms of Regulations No. 5 of 1993 on the issuance of book-entry govern-
ment securities. As of 30 June 1994, 67 issues of government securities totaling a
nominal BGL 53,526.3 million were circulated, including 24 government securities
issues in 1993, with a total nominal value of BGL 16,313.8 million.

The minimum government securities financing (net) accounted for 63.2% of
SBL projections. The sale of government securities brought in BGL 45,584.7 million
to the state budget in January to June period, i.e. more than double the amount for
the same 1993 period. Repayment on government securities maturing in the first
half of 1994 totaled BGL 32,353.7 million, including BGL 21,107.7 million from re-
payment of government securities issued in 1993. Interest repayment on government
securities accounted for BGL 2,333.7 million, including BGL 1,378.4 million on
treasury bonds and BGL 955.3 million on treasury bills.

30 Overall demand for credit resources includes the cash deficit plus decline in liabilities to domestic and
foreign creditors.
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CASH DEFICIT FINANCING OF THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET

(billion BGL)

Source: BNB, MF.

The aggregate nominal value of government securities offered by the MF dur-
ing the first half of 1994 totaled BGL 52,735.6 million. This included BGL 36,333.1
million in treasury bills and BGL 16,402.5 million in treasury bonds (the issue
Nos. 4, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are excluded, since the MF did not announce in advance
the maximum amount of government securities to be sold at the auctions).

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES DEMAND

AND SUPPLY IN THE PRIMARY MARKET

(million BGL)

Source: BNB.

In the primary market, financial institutions preferred to invest in treasury bills
sold at a discount, with a coverage coefficient of 1.08. Despite tax preferences for
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purchasing interest-bearing government securities by legal entities most of the issues
of interest-bearing treasury bills and treasury bonds were only partly sold.

Enhanced demand for treasury bills sold at a discount resulted in average sell-
ing prices higher than the minimum acceptable prices of the MF. In contrast, the
average selling price of most interest-bearing treasury bills issues and all treasury
bonds issues remained unchanged from the minimum acceptable prices.

BASIC INTEREST RATE AND AVERAGE ANNUAL YIELD ON GOVERNMENT SECURITIES

ISSUES, JANUARY ≠ JUNE 1994

(%)

Source: BNB.

Except for 4 issues, the average annual yield on government securities was
higher than or equal to the basic interest rate which prevailed in the January ≠ June
1994 period.

Government securities operations in the secondary interbank market signifi-
cantly increased. Financial institutions concluded 2,040 transactions for purchase/sale
of government securities totaling BGL 241,453.5 million, a 22.4-fold increase com-
pared to the same period of 1993. The BNB was the main participant in the second-
ary market, effecting 1,945 such operations in the amount of BGL 234,565 million.
Brisk activity in the secondary government securities market reduced commercial
bank demand for Lombard loans against collateralized government securities.

Direct bank financing (net) reached 44.3% of that projected in the SBL, with
BGL 3,369.3 million (net) from BNB funding, and BGL 236.5 million for debt re-
payment to the State Savings Bank (SSB) and the State Insurance Institute (SII).

According to the 1994 SBL, the central bank may extend long-term credits to
the budget of up to BGL 10,754.8 million. As of 30 June 1994, the BNB had granted
long-term loans of BGL 5,000 million to fund the budget deficit. At the same time,
repayments on long-term loans amounted to BGL 1,630.7 million. Thus, BNB net
financing of the budget deficit through 30 June was BGL 3,369.3 million, or 44.7%
of the SBL projections.

Reported sources of budget deficit financing for 1994 included 86% govern-
ment securities (net) and 14% direct financing from financial institutions (net). In
the SBL, government securities operations are estimated to be at least 81.1%; direct
funding from financial institutions at up to 18.9% (in the revised 1993 SBL these
estimates set a minimum of 57.4% and 42.6%, respectively, while the ratio reported
at end-June 1993 was 73.7% versus 26.3%). The larger than that projected in the
SBL share of government securities in budget deficit financing could be considered
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a positive trend not only because they are a form of government debt, but because
they are an important monetary- and capital-market instruments and a necessary
liquid asset in the portfolio of financial and economic entities. The advantage of
using securities was reduced when the bulk of them were purchased by financial
institutions, with the SSB retaining a monopolistic position. This, despite the fact
that purchases of government securities by firms and households through January ≠
June more than doubled from the same period in 1993.

TRANSACTIONS IN THE SECONDARY MARKET IN 1993 AND 1994

(billion BGL)

Source: BNB.

As of 30 June, nonbank financing of the budget deficit through government
securities operations totaled BGL 5,362 million, or 27.9% of net government secu-
rities financing, with 70.1% of government securities purchased by insurance com-
panies, 7.1% purchased by firms and individuals with noncompetitive auction bids,
and 22.8% sold through commercial banks in the secondary market. Nonbank fi-
nancing in the corresponding 1993 period totaled BGL 4,590.5 million.

With a view to encouraging nonbank financing of the budget deficit, the MF
introduced in May target issues earmarked for sale to firms and individuals through
specified financial agents. As of 30 June 1994, 21 target issues of government secu-
rities with a total nominal value of BGL 179.6 million were sold.

Throughout January ≠ June 1994, the MF remained the largest borrower from
the BNB, which directly influenced BNB monetary policy. The absence of estimates
by the MF for possible deficit changes, together with the failure to identify its
sources of financing, impeded the BNB in harmonizing monetary policy with fiscal
policy. Moreover, this led to ineffective management of budget funds. Throughout
different periods, the MF held relatively large average daily balances within its BNB
accounts, which increased budget expenditures, due to the gap between interest ac-
crued on these accounts and interest paid along with the discount on credits and
issued government securities.31

31 Interest is accrued as on current accounts, 15% per annum, in compliance with the Tariff for the inter-
est rates, fees and commissions charged by the BNB and applied to its domestic operations (TIRFC).
The average annual interest and discount on government securities and used bank credits paid by the MF
ranged +-4% percentage points of the BNB basic interest rate.
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4. Domestic Government Debt

The major factors in domestic government debt developments throughout the
first half-year were increased total borrowing needs, the dramatic change in the
exchange rate, and relatively high basic interest rates. Government efforts to settle
the bad loan problem combined with market influence on the maturity of govern-
ment securities had a specific effect over the period under review.

Significant changes occurred in the volume and structure of domestic govern-
ment debt as a result of new sources for budget deficit financing. As of 30 June
1994, the domestic government debt reached BGL 230,476.1 million, including a
debt of BGL 55,609.7 million on government securities issued to fund the budget
deficit, BGL 39,263.4 million in the direct debt to financial institutions, and
BGL 135,603.1 million on long-term government bonds issued in exchange for non-
performing credits (pursuant to CM Decree No. 234 of 1992, LSNC, and CM De-
cree No. 3 of 18 January 1994). Domestic government debt grew by 107.3%
(BGL 111,197.4 million in early 1994) from 31 December 1993.

STRUCTURE OF DOMESTIC GOVERNMENT DEBT

(billion BGL)

Source: BNB.

As of end-June 1994, MF debt to the BNB totaled BGL 36,815.8 million, or
10.1% more than at the end of 1993. The total direct debt to financial institutions
rose BGL 3,132.8 million (8.7%) while the debt on government securities issued to
finance the budget deficit rose BGL 19,187.8 million (52.7%). The debt on govern-
ment securities issued to assume bad loans grew the most, BGL 96,958.1 million
(250.9%). This was a result of the inclusion of the lev equivalent of bonds denomi-
nated in USD worth USD 1,807.3 million (at the exchange rate of 30 June 1994)
comprising 42.1% of the total debt. The amount of this debt component and its ser-
vicing in the future will directly depend in the BGL/USD exchange rate.

Structurally, direct debt to financial institutions declined from 32.5% (of total
domestic government debt) in early 1994 to 17% at end-June 1994. The debt on
government securities issued to finance the budget deficit decreased from 32.8% to
24.1%, while the share of the debt on government securities issued to cover bad
loans went up from 34.7% to 58.8%.
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The volatile domestic economy made sale of long-term government securities
difficult. This limited the opportunities for debt rescheduling and impeded its effec-
tive management and the equal distribution of debt servicing. As the share of these
long-term government securities, which fall due in 2 or more years comprised a
mere 28.8% of all circulated issues as of 30 June 1994, the MF and the BNB contin-
ued to implement a joint policy to reschedule domestic government debt. Over the
period under review, 9 auctions were held for the reverse repurchase of treasury
bills at a discount of their nominal value. Government securities of BGL 10,298.8
million aggregate nominal value and a maturity term of 1 to 5 years were sold to fi-
nancial institutions at reverse repurchase auctions. These operations helped resched-
ule servicing of the debt accumulated in 1993 in the amount of BGL 8,089.2 million
on principle and BGL 1,960.7 million on discount, and saved BGL 21 million in in-
terest payments.


